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Human Settlement Management Institute
(HSMI), the Research and Training Wing of
Housing and Urban Development Corporation
(HUDCO) Limited invites Papers/ Articles for its
Publication- SHELTER, October, 2020, on
different aspects of the theme of 'Housing for
All: A BeHer Urban Future' - a special issue to
mark the Golden Jubilee Year of HUDeo and
the World Habitat Day 2020. Shelter is an ISSN
publication and deals with issues related to
housing, urban development and other themes
relevant to the habitat sector. Researchers/
Academicians/ Professionals/ Practitioners are
encouraged to submit and present their work.
Only accepted papers will be acknowledged.
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1. The article should be submitted in MS-Word
format, and should be between 3,000 - 5,000
words in length.

2. The first page of the article should include:
i) the paper' s title; ii) a 200-words abstract
that emphasizes the paper's contribution to
the field and its practical architectural/
planning/ social! economic implications; iii)
the name(s), position(s), professional or
academic affiliation(s), and emoll 10 (s) of the
author(s), as well as the full postal address of
the corresponding author.

3. Please ensure that references are complete,
have been arranged alphabetically by author
surname and checked for accuracy.

4. Figures/Tables/ graphs used in the article
should also be sent in high resolution files
separately along with source files. Proper
caption and source should be mentioned.
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3.

Sub-Themes:
1. Government of India's

on housing
2.

Sustainable Development Goals;
4. Slum free cities and Slum

strategies:
5. Innovations in Housing Finance;
6. Innovative Technology induding digitall

frontier technologies for Housing;
7. Green building codes and energy conservation

in Affordable housing for re$ilience and
sustainability;

8. Public Private Partnership Models for..:+

providing Housing for Alii "'i

9. Housing Micro Finance for tnfom.lI Sector;
10.Global perspectives on Housing
11.Redevelopment, rejuvenation

for Urban Renewal and Transf

receiving paper:
11th September, 2020

Contact Address:
Human Settlement Managemctnt. Instihlte
(HSMI), HUDCO House, lodhLRoacl,
New Delhi, - 110 003.
Tel: 011- 24308613,24308627

5. Declorctlon that. the paper/article is
neither published nor under consideration
for publication elsewhere.
6. Last. dat.e for receiving paper: 1ph
Sept.ember, 2020.




